Background: Treatments for coronary heart disease (CHD) have evolved rapidly over the last 15 years with considerable change in the number and effectiveness of both medical and surgical treatments. This period has seen the rapid development and uptake of statin drugs and coronary artery revascularization procedures (CARPs) that include Coronary Artery Bypass Graft procedures (CABGs) and Percutaneous Coronary Interventions (PCIs). It is difficult in an era of such rapid change to accurately forecast requirements for treatment services such as CARPs. In a previous paper we have described and outlined the use of a Markov Monte Carlo simulation model for analyzing and predicting the requirements for CARPs for the population of Western Australia (Mannan et al, 2007) . In this paper, we expand on the use of this model for forecasting CARPs in Western Australia with a focus on the lack of adequate performance of the (standard) model for forecasting CARPs in a period during the mid 1990s when there were considerable changes to CARP technology and implementation policy and an exploration and demonstration of how the standard model may be adapted to achieve better performance.
Background
Coronary heart disease (CHD) still remains the largest single cause of death and a major cause of morbidity in most developed countries [1] . Although rates of myocardial infarction have fallen in most developed countries, hospital admission rates for CHD have continued to rise [2, 3] . The treatment of CHD has meanwhile evolved, first with the widespread uptake of effective short and longterm medical treatment [4] and then with greater use of coronary artery revascularisation procedures (CARPs) [3, 4] which started with coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) during the 1970s and evolved with percutaneous coronary interventions (PCI) with the introduction and rapid use of percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty in the early 1980s, coronary artery stents in 1995 and more recently drug eluting stents [5] . The use of stents has contributed to a decline in the risk of a repeat CARP following PCI [5] while drug-eluting stents may lead to further reductions in these risks [6, 7] . Based on several randomized controlled trials, CARPs are more effective than medical treatment in reducing mortality and morbidity from CHD [8, 9] .
There is great variation in rates of CARPs within and between populations with comparable rates of CHD [10, 11] . Because of this uncertainty it is important to develop probabilistic methods that model the requirements for CARPs at the population level by capturing movement of individuals from one CHD/CARP state to another based on the epidemiology and natural history of CHD. This can be modelled by using Markov Monte Carlo simulation.
This study is facilitated by the availability of a unique Western Australian health information system which allows identification and linkage of hospital admission and deaths records pertaining to single individuals, thereby providing a complete event history for CHD patients [12] . In a previous paper we have described and outlined the use of a Markov Monte Carlo simulation model for predicting CHD incidence and requirements for CARPs for the Western Australian population [13] . In this paper, we expand on the use of this model for forecasting CARPs in Western Australia with a focus on how the standard model may be adapted to achieve better forecasting performance if anticipated changes are incorporated. The 1995 Western Australian population cohort is used to illustrate this approach with comparison of the predicted and actual numbers of CARPs performed over the period 1995 to 1999.
Methods
Statewide datasets comprising (linked) cardiovascular hospital admissions for all persons who had a cardiovascular-related admission for the period 1980 to 2001 together with all deaths and population census information were used to establish CHD/CARP event history for population cohorts and estimate (population) probabilities of certain CHD and CARP events and deaths [13] .
Under the Markov Monte Carlo simulation approach, for the cohort comprising the population of Western Australia aged 35-79 years at the beginning of 1995, model simulations are conducted to predict the number of CARPs (and other CHD events) that occur within the cohort over the next 5 years. Under our Markov model the cohort is split into initial history state groups (using their known CHD/CARP history from the linked health information system data back to 1980). The history states are (1) a history of having a PCI some time in the past; (2) a history of having a CABG some time in the past; (3) a history of having a CHD admission but no CABG or PCI some time in the past; and (4) no history of CHD admission, CABG or PCI in the past. In the context of forecasting, population transition probabilities that have been estimated for past years (eg 1992 to 1994) are extrapolated into future years for which forecasts are required (eg 1995 to 1999). These extrapolated probabilities are used within the model to simulate events among cohort members into the future (and taking into account the ageing of the cohort). At the end of the first cycle people could have moved to a different disease history state or moved into one of two possible death (absorbing) states, namely (5) death from CHD or (6) death from causes other than CHD. Within a cycle, our model allows for a CHD admission without a CARP, up to two admissions with CABG or PCI in addition to possible death ( Figure 1) . A more detailed description of the model and the estimation of population transition probabilities have been provided elsewhere [13] .
For extrapolating transition probabilities two standard methods were used. These are (for each age, sex and history group) using the mean of the probabilities for the last three years (the mean method) and using linear extrapolation of transition probabilities based on the (weighted) annual changes over the last three years with twice as much weight assigned to the most recent annual change (the linear method). The mean extrapolation method is expected to perform well in situations when the (absolute) level of the probabilities remains fairly constant into the future and the linear extrapolation method is expected to perform well in situations when the probabilities are changing and are expected to continue to change at approximately the same rate. Modified extrapolation methods are obtained by modifying selected key probabilities of CARP events and adopting the standard extrapolation probabilities for the rest of the model probabilities.
The forecast number of events is based on the average of 100 replicate simulations of the entire cohort [13] . The accuracy of the total forecast number of CABGs and PCIs is evaluated using the percent over-or under-compared to the total actual number. The accuracy of forecasts across age and sex groups is evaluated by calculating a goodnessof-fit (GOF) observed-predicted chi-squared statistic. The smaller the GOF statistic the better are the model forecasts. We used SAS version 9.0 [14] for calculating the simulation inputs and TreeAge Data Pro 2005 for Markov simulation modelling [15] .
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Results
In order to incorporate modifications to the standard extrapolation methods relating to the increased effectiveness of PCI procedures (ie the decreased risk of requiring a second CARP within the same year) we have examined the clinical trial evidence for the improved effectiveness of PCIs with stents. The results of a meta-analysis of 29 RCTs by Brophy et al. [16] indicate that risk of a repeat PCI would have declined by 41 percent in Western Australia from 1995 due to the introduction of stents. The observed risks for the Western Australian population showed that the risk of a CABG after a PCI also declined by 41 percent and thus we also reduce this risk accordingly.
To quantify the changed trends for PCI and CABG rates we use evidence from a population based observational study in Western Australia which showed that for males risk of a PCI increased by about 25 percent and risk of a CABG declined by about 15 percent when stents were introduced in WA in 1995 [5] . For females, there were similar shifts but the magnitude was about half that in males.
To accommodate these changed trends we have modified the standard extrapolated probabilities for these events by the amounts indicated by the evidence. Forecasts based on the following modified models have been obtained and the results are shown in Tables 2 and 3 . 
Discussion
In this paper we have examined forecasts for 1995-1999 based on extrapolation of trends from 1992-94. This was done because actual event numbers were known for these years and to illustrate the need to modify the standard methods in a period like this when there were rapid changes in CARP surgical technology and practice. However, the limitations of the retrospective nature of this study should be acknowledged. We believe that the modifications could have been anticipated in 1995 when knowledge of increased PCI effectiveness was becoming available and the changing preference for PCI over CABG was common knowledge among cardiologists and cardiothoracic surgeons. However, quantifying the impacts of these expected changes in 1995 would have been more difficult than in our illustration which used evidence published after 1995.
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Our CHD/CARP model does not directly incorporate the effects of risk factors such as blood pressure, cholesterol, obesity and smoking on event risks. Whilst cohort-based models that incorporate risk factors have been proposed (eg, Sesso et al. [17] ) it is not practical to incorporate risk factors directly into our model because it has 96 different risks (for each age and sex group) and thus 96 risk factor models would be required. Further, as our model simulates individual pathways, such an approach would also require risk factor data on the entire population of Western Australia. However, our model can still indirectly incorporate changes in trends in risk factors by appropriate modification of model probabilities that relate to risk of certain CHD events (eg for people currently with no history of CHD).
Using the approach of modifying selected and relevant model event probabilities, our model is flexible enough to explore the effect on the future requirements of CARPs of a variety of changing circumstances. In addition to advances in surgical procedures and changing preference for surgical procedures as we have illustrated, other scenarios such as changes in the effectiveness of, and access to, medical treatments may be investigated. For example, randomized controlled trials have shown that there were significant reductions in requirements for CARPs among higher risk individuals who were given antiplatelet therapy versus controls [18] . An example of a possible change in health policy related to treating CHD patients could be the availability of low cost statins [19] . Since the cost of the Australian Pharmaceutical Benefit Scheme which subsidizes the cost of statin drugs has been increasing rapidly, the government may change its current policy and only provide subsidy to people at higher risk of CHD. The effect of these changes relating to medical treatments could be investigated using our CHD/CARP model through modifications to selected and relevant model probabilities.
The CHD/CARP model can also be extended and used to determine the cost of future requirements for CARPs and to explore the most cost-effective strategies for treatment of CHD. To achieve this, indicative cost estimates are needed for each of the alternative CARP treatments for each year. For more description of cost effectiveness analysis one can refer to some studies which have evaluated economic impact of drug-eluting stents [20, 21] , and cost effectiveness of CHD prevention through CHD risk reduction strategies [22] .
Conclusion
It is clear from the model simulation results that forecasting events in an era of rapid changes is fraught with difficulties and standard extrapolation methods are not likely to perform well in such situations. However, there is often knowledge and sometimes quantitative evidence of the expected impacts of changes in procedure effectiveness and practice and these may be used to modify the standard forecasting methods to achieve better forecasts as we have illustrated. The simulation results implied that modifications that related to the changing relative use of a PCI to a CABG were more important for correctly projecting the numbers of CARPs than modifications that related only to the increased effectiveness of PCI procedures.
